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Session Topic Learning Outcome

1 Journey into writing (Jungle Safari) Introduction to the basics of writing

2 Journey into writing (Visit to the park / 
playground) Understanding the nuances of writing vividly

3 Introduction to yourself First step of writing : About yourself (Introspective)

4 If I were a baby Dinosaur Baby dinos make a comeback through your 
imagination.

5 Planning your own birthday party Birthdays are the most special days in a child’s life. 
Plan out your own birthday party.

6 If I were a baby elephant Imagine being the cutest baby elephant and writing 
about the world from its perspective

7 No more Boring Words make all the difference ! Learn how to use 
them creatively and make an impact.

8 My favourite toy Every child has a favourite toy. Learn how to describe 
it elaborately

9 Family fun My family - my world - Describing your family.

10 Space Travel (NAPLAN-aligned) Picture composition using the magic of space and the 
vision of an astronaut.

11 Candy Kingdom Every child’s dream come true ! Learn to paint a vivid 
picture using your imagination.

12 If I had wings Let your imagination fly along with you using the 
wings you suddenly seem to have sprouted.

13 Building a robot What fun to have a robot help us around! Why not 
build one on our own with our words?

14 Mouse in the house (Poetry) Writing poetry can be fun! Especially if you have a 
little squeaky mouse for company

15 If I had 3 wishes (NAPLAN-aligned) Who wouldn’t want a genie in a magic lamp? Write 
about your wishing adventures

16 Magician Me! Abracadbra! Wave your imagination wand and be a 
magician.

17 Is that a pet...? All kids love having a pet...Would you like a unique one 
with a twist ?
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18 Elaboration Techniques - part 1 Learn how to describe vividly using our special 
techniques

19 Land of toys Live out your dream in a world surrounded by toys! 
Learn to see the world from their eyes.

20 A unique rainfall Getting drenched in a very different rainfall can be an 
unforgettable adventure. Let your imagination rain in.

21 The adventures of Zookeeper me Being a zoo-keeper can be demanding, especially with 
challenges to manoeuvre through.

22 Quiz - Vocab - 3 new friends Vocabulary enrichment (Revision quiz)

23 Winter wonderland Visit a magical winter wonderland and experience a 
wintry life using your creativity.

24 101 dalmatians Imagining a fun setting where the child learns imagi-
nation and responsibility towards pets

25 Fun in the backyard - making your own 
treehouse

Dreaming of summer vacations in a treehouse? Live 
it out here in this topic. A DIY solution to vacation 
boredom.

26 My favourite food Let your tastebuds dictate this essay on those favour-
ite dishes that make your mouth water.

27 Designing a creative poster for an ice 
cream store

A fun, yet creative break from writing - Advertise 
about an ice cream store !

28 My favourite things Weave this essay around all the things that have a 
special place in your heart.

29 Build your own chocolate factory The ultimate childhood fantasy! Owning your own 
chocolate store. Enjoy the dream of owning one

30 Build your own space ship Launch your imagination into space ... that too in a 
space ship that you create yourself.

31 Create your own farmyard Get in touch with nature - buy and develop your own 
farmyard in a highly imaginative way

32 Create your own amusement park Let your imagination whizz on thrilling rides in an 
amusement park that you design.

33 What if you built your own candy store Lose yourself in a world of sugary treats in a candy 
store that you own.



34 What if you opened your own 
restaurant

Get ambitious and set up your very own restaurant. 
Discuss menus, dishes and promos.

35 No more Boring (Revision) Revision of vocabulary enrichment & richer synonym 
usage

36 Quiz - Vocab - part 2 - 3 new friends Vocabulary enrichment (Revision quiz) 

37 Grammar - TENSES - part1 Most kids trip over tenses. Learn how to master them 
in a fun way.

38 Grammar - TENSES - part 2 Most kids trip over tenses. Learn how to master them 
in a fun way. (Past tenses) 

39 Grammar - TENSES - part 3 Most kids trip over tenses. Learn how to master them 
in a fun way. (Progressive/continuous tenses)

40 Elaboration Techniques - part 2 What is life without vivid descriptions? Elaborate and 
dramatize your thoughts in style

41 Comprehension (NAPLAN-aligned) 
Bats, seahorses & Bamboo

Introduction to the world of comprehensions and 
unseen passages.

42 The Bumble Bee (Poetry) Are your minds buzzing to create rhyming poetry? 
Well, here you go! 

43 A picnic at the beach The sand, sun, sea and shine beckon you for a picnic. 
Let us write all about it using our 5 senses. 

44 Brain Teasers A fun game to tickle your grey cells and stoke lateral 
thinking.

45 Sashay into space Let your mind's eye sashay on an alien space ship and 
have the cosmic adventure of a lifetime!

46 What a ride ! (Story-reading) Listen to a story where you visualize about a 
rollercoaster that zooms across the world

47 Alien crash-landing in your backyard - 
part 1

Strange things happen! It is up to you and your 
imagination to bring this idea to life.

48 Alien crash-landing in your backyard - 
part 2

Strange things happen! It is up to you and your 
imagination to bring this idea to life.

49 A surprise party for your Mom
Plan out a surprise party for the most special person 
in your life. Learn the art of organizing your ideas and 
plans
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50 The adventures of a Magic Pencil Give your ideas a boost with the adventures of a pen-
cil that can create magic.

51 Happiness always Write about how happiness makes the world go round. 

52 A land wih mythical creatures - part 1 How about letting your creativity soar into a mythical 
land? 

53 A land wih mythical creatures - part 2 How about letting your creativity soar into a mythical 
land? 

54 Designing a creative poster for a toy 
store

Take a break from writing with this creative designing. 
Promote your own toy store 

55 Poetry writing (Summer is here) Vacations, beaches, ice lollies and more - Let's write a 
poem about all the fun we have in the sun

56 A beautiful rainy day (Simile) Learn the beauty of similes in a fun way under the 
rainy clouds. 

57 A pizza dinner Ooh ! Let's learn writing using our 5 senses with the 
world's most popular food.

58 A nice, long walk (Onomatopoeia) Refreshing walks focusing on beautiful natural sounds 
- isn't that the best way to learn this figure of speech?

59 Personification Master the magic of breathing life into inanimate ob-
jects with our magical session on Personification

60 Poetry writing (My pet dog) Every child wants a pet. Wouldn't a rhyming poetry be 
the best way to express your love for your pet ? 

61 Spelling game Strengthen your spellings in a fun way with our spell-
ing game.

62 Camping by the riverside - part 1 A bit of adventure goes a long way - Learn how to 
write descriptive essays around a campfire. 

63 Camping by the riverside - part 2 A bit of adventure goes a long way - Learn how to 
write descriptive essays around a campfire. 

64 Metaphor Learn how to decorate your writing with the help of 
metaphors

65 A surprise in your backyard A mundane activity that turns into fun - just like your 
writing experience here. 



66 What if I turned invisible Mystery and mischief come together in this magical 
essay.

67 What if you had a pet care centre Setting up our own pet-care centre teaches you re-
sponsiblity and also lets you have fun with pets.  

68 Deep sea diving Dive into this swirling blue writing topic and come up 
with some precious idea pearls. 

69 Poem on Rain Paperboats, raincoats and everything fun! Let's have 
a splashing time writing a rhyming poem on Rain

70 Sneak Peek into the future - part 1 Whizz into a sci-fi world thousands of years ahead 
with this mind-blowing futuristic, imaginative essay.

71 Sneak Peek into the future - part 2 Whizz into a sci-fi world thousands of years ahead 
with this mind-blowing futuristic, imaginative essay.

72 Designing an invite for a Pool Party It's party time! Take a break from writing with this cre-
ative designing. Invite your friends to a pool party.

73 What if you turn into a book character Books come alive and so do characters

74 Magic scarf Weave a story in a world of magic and talking ani-
mals.

75 Quiz on figures of speech # 1 It's quiz time ! Brush up your beautification skills with a 
Figures of speech quiz.

76 Hyperbole Extreme exaggerations is what adds drama to life. 
Learn how to add a larger-than-life feel to your ideas.

77 Visual Imagery Take the reader on a visual journey with you with the 
help of this beautiful elaboration technique. 

78 Auditory Imagery What is life without sounds and music? Learn how to 
add sound effects to your writing. 

79 The little wonderland in my garden Magic, magic all around. Enter a magical wonderland 
with your imagination.

80 1 inch tall Tiny beings, huge problems. Seek solutions from imag-
ination that stretches far beyond just  1-inch.

81 What if I could be a cartoon character Cartoons are fun, fiesty and fuzzy. Which one would 
you like to be? 
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82 What if you were an Astronaut? To infinity and beyond! Write all about your dreams to 
be an astronaut.

83 An enchanted forest Let your imagination get lost in an enchanted forest in 
this beautiful descriptive essay topic.

84 Life on another planet And you thought Earth was the only one that had Life? 
Think beyond the ordinary in this session.

85 Spelling game Spellings need to be water-tight. Here you go with a 
fun quiz on spellings.

86 The monkeys that followed me home How about having mischievous monkeys as pets ? 
Write all about your adventures with them

87 Junk food v/s Healthy food (NA-
PLAN-aligned)

Taste v/s health - learn how to write opinion writings 
with a topic that all kids relate to

88 Blast into the past Whoosh! Travel back in time to Jurassic times in this 
adventurous essay.

89 What if you were a bird ? Let your imagination soar into the blue skies like a 
bird with this highly imaginative essay

90 Conquering the higest peak- part 1 Interview writing - So much to learn while interviewing 
climbers who have successfully conquered the summit

91 Conquering the higest peak- part 2 Interview writing - So much to learn while interviewing 
climbers who have successfully conquered the summit

92 Halloween Horror Learn to weave in all your 5 senses as you write this 
essay with shivers running down your spine. 

93 Poetry writing (My hungry tummy) G-r-o-w-l' says your tummy as you think of more 
rhyming words to write about a hungry tummy

94 Poster for a pet store Owning a pet store is so much fun! How about design-
ing posters for your very own pet store. 

95 olfactory Imagery Sniff! Sniff! What can you smell? Fill smells in your 
writings with olfactory imagery. 

96 More joy in giving than receiving Learn a few life values with this pictorial 
comprehension

97 The secret society of witches - part 1 Write a story inspired by Roald Dahl's book "The 
Witches"



98 The secret society of witches - part 2 Write a story inspired by Roald Dahl's book "The 
Witches"

99 Dr Jellybean
Appreciate international literature. Essay based on a 
Russian poem called "Doctor Powderpill" by Kornei 
Chukovsky

100 A unique pet When a shooting star delivers a unique gift, your 
imagination soars. 

101 Quiz on figures of speech # 2 A fun quiz on beautification tools of Figures of speech

102 Sunny goes on a vacation Learn about the importance of the Sun in an easy-
going, informal way.

103 The world that I would like to live in Aspirations, goals and dreams for our Home Planet, 
all come together in this beautiful essay

104 Earth Poem What would the Earth say if it could speak? Carve its 
thoughts into a poem.

105 Scramble Jamble # 1 Words can be fun! Watch them pop out at you in this 
brain-teasing game of letters.

106 Croc Invasion - part 1 A hilarious twist to a reptile invasion

107 Croc Invasion - part 2 A hilarious twist to a reptile invasion

108 Animal Haven - part 1 Create a safe haven for animals from the Aussie 
bushlands. 

109 Animal Haven - part 2 Create a safe haven for animals from the Aussie 
bushlands. 

110 Poetry writing - The ghost who lost his 
B-O-O

A unique way to understand and elaborate the 
nuances of a cute ghostly poem. 

111 Teacher's day greeting card Take a break from writing with this creative designing. 
Create a greeting card for your favourite Teacher. 

112 The Great Cosmic Auction - part 1 What if aliens decided to auction off our galaxy? 
Unravel the suspense in your own words. 

113 The Great Cosmic Auction - part 2 What if aliens decided to auction off our galaxy? 
Unravel the suspense in your own words. 
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114 The Great Cosmic Auction - part 3 What if aliens decided to auction off our galaxy? 
Unravel the suspense in your own words. 

115 The Great Cosmic Auction - part 4 What if aliens decided to auction off our galaxy? 
Unravel the suspense in your own words. 

116 A toothy story What happens in the land of the Tooth fairy? Learn 
about dental hygiene in a fun way.

117 What do you wish to be when you grow 
up? 

Future Ahoy! Let's peek into our visions for our future 
careers with this introspective essay topic.

118 Evoking emotions
Emotions & feelings breathe life into your writing. 
Learn how to bring your essays alive with this 
important session

119 The magic carpet Fly away into a magical land and learn how to let your 
imagination soar. 

120 Idioms - part 1 Lend character, variety and colour to your writing with 
some popular idioms

121 Idioms - part 2 Lend character, variety and colour to your writing with 
some popular idioms

122 Quiz on idioms Test your knowledge on idioms with a visual quiz on 
idioms.

123 Importance of reading Readers become Leaders. Let us learn the importance 
of reading on our minds and lives

124 Paper books v/s E-books (NAPLAN - 
aligned)

Opinion writing on different reading tools available 
today. Take your pick and learn structured writing. 

125 Save our homes
Feel what forest animals go through when humans 
tear apart their woody homes. Weave empathy and 
love in your words

126 Treasure hunt game Put your adventure hats on and create your very own 
treasure hunt game with rhyming clues.

127 Your very own art school Take a break from writing by designing your own art 
school and promoting it with a creative pamphlet

128 A very unique bakery There's something special about this bakery. Write 
and find out its sugary secrets

129 Quiz on figures of speech - part 3 Revision of beautification tools - Figures of speech in 
a fun quiz



130 The word train Vocabulary enrichment (Revision quiz) in a train 

131 It is Halloween Halloween turns into an unexpected, fun poetry-
writing session

132 What if scientists recreated dinosaurs? Do you think dinos and humans can co-exist? Attend 
this session to find out more ! 

133 The wizard of Gobsville A story-writing session with a bizarre wizard. Find out 
what gets him all bristled.

134 Gustatory Imagery Take your readers on a sensory journey using the 
sense of taste. 

135 Spelling game Your journey to flawess spellings begins here. Here 
you go with a fun quiz on spellings.

136 Vocab quiz - 3 new friends - part 1 Test your knowledge on all the words you have learnt 
so far!

137 Vocab quiz - 3 new friends - part 12 Test your knowledge on all the words you have learnt 
so far!

138 The Boots Write a story filled with magic, mystery and suspense.

139 Homework on weekends (NA-
PLAN-aligned)

Opinion writing on a topic that most kids would have a 
viewpoint on. Learn structure and framework

140 Describe-it-all Time to apply those elaboration tools that you have 
learnt so far. 

141 Tactile Imagery Using the most spirited imagery in your writing will 
lend vivid details to your thoughts. 

142 A gamified Life Life inside a video game? Is that even possible? In this 
session, you can! 

143 Dear Santa Letters to Santa need not always be materialistic. 
Here's a different route that you can take. 

144 My new friend A video comprehension and a different topic that 
allow you to have a very unique friend

145 A peek iinto Santa's workshop Picture composition set in Santa's workshop in the 
North Pole. What fun! 
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146 Amazonian adventures - part 1 Learn about the importance of Amazon and its 
animals through this story on your adventures there. 

147 Amazonian adventures - part 2 Learn about the importance of Amazon and its 
animals through this story on your adventures there. 

148 The strange snack store
A story-writing experience based on a Japanese 
children's book called Fushigi Dagashiya Zenitendo - 
The mysterious sweet store. 

149 Caged animals (NAPLAN- aligned) Give your opinion on whether wild animals should be 
caged. 

150 A secret door Let your imagination wander through a secret door of 
magic and wonder

151 Poster for sports good store Take a break from writing. Create a poster for a store 
that specializes in sports equipment.

152 A twist in the tale Take popular stories and have a fun giving them a 
spin. 

153 Language conventions (NAPLAN - 
aligned) Master the mechanics of English 

154 Designing a card for Halloween party Host a spooky Halloween party and design an invite 
for all your friends. 

155 Participation in the Olympics Mindmap your journey to an Olympic gold medal. 

156 The yellow bicycle Dreams do come true ! Write about the adventures of 
the protagonist and his yellow bicycle.



Session Topic Learning Outcome

1 The Boat Race Learn the art of logical and chronological flow of 
thoughts with the help of a thrilling Comprehension

2 Understanding Poetry Understand how messages are conveyed beautifully 
and in a crisp manner in this topic.

3 Idioms - part 1 Lend character, variety and colour to your writing with 
some popular idioms

4 Idioms - part 2 Lend character, variety and colour to your writing with 
some popular idioms

5 Quiz on idioms # 1 Time to test how much you have learnt in Idioms.

6 Boo out the boring Add a punch to your writing with powerful words ! 
Boom! 

7 Show-don't-tell Elaboration spices up your writing. Let's show our 
ideas, not just tell them.

8 Beginning lines essays Want to open your minds up to the world of topic 
prompts? Beginning line essays are the way to go! 

9 Ending lines essays Train your mind to think in a particular direction with 
ending line essays.

10 Pointer words - Imagination Adding the right words makes your essay sparkle. 
Learn how to make your imaginative essays dazzle.

11 Pointer words - Nature part 1 Appreciate every element of nature with this topic that 
helps you choose the right adjectives. 

12 Pointer words - Nature part 2 Appreciate every element of nature with this topic that 
helps you choose the right adjectives. 

13 Pointer words - Accidents and calami-
ties

Covering an article on natural or man-made calami-
ties. Learn to sprinkle the right words. 

14 Opinion writing A structured approach to stating your opinion in 
Persuasive writing.

15 Email and letter writing (formal & Infor-
mal)

Master the art of written communication in this 
easy-going topic. 

16 Article writing Learn how to hook your reader with the right flow to 
your article. 
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17 The Astrologer's story
Take a break from writing! From this masterpiece by 
R K Narayan, students learn how to articulate their 
thoughts. 

18 Quiz on figures of speech # 1 A revision of the best beautification tools in grammar  
- Figures of speech

19 Haunted house A test of your nerves and your elaboration powers. 
Have a spine-tingling time writing this essay

20 Me- Version 2.0
Identify your strengths and areas of weaknesses as 
you attempt to create a newer, more improved ver-
sion of yourself

21 Visual imagery Take the reader on a visual journey with you with the 
help of this beautiful elaboration technique. 

22 Earth poem What would the Earth say if it could speak? Carve its 
thoughts into a poem.

23 Moving to another country How would migrating to a new country feel like? Jot 
down your thoughts as you zoom across continents.

24 Future ahoy! Future Ahoy! Let's peek into our visions for our future 
careers with this introspective essay topic.

25 My cultural connections Understand & appreciate your roots, your ancestry 
and your cultural connections

26 Importance of sports & other extra-
curricular activities

Adopt a new outlook towards academics with sports 
& other extra-curricular activities through this opinion 
writing letter. 

27 Letter from an Olympian Experience the journey to the Olympic podium with 
this writing about an athlete's emotions & feelings. 

28 If you were the Principal of your school New role, new responsibilities, new outlook -Lift your 
school as you become its latest Principal

29 Being a superhero Let your thoughts Zip,Zap, Zoom through the world of 
superpowers and saving people

30 3721 AD - Part 1 Whizz into a sci-fi world thousands of years ahead 
with this mind-blowing futuristic, imaginative essay.

31 3721 AD - part 2 Whizz into a sci-fi world thousands of years ahead 
with this mind-blowing futuristic, imaginative essay.

32 Treasure island A map and hope is all you need as you embark on a 
journey to a treasure island.



33 My favourite holiday Pour out your most memorable holiday memories in 
this quintessential topic that never goes out of style

34 Hot air balloon experience Begin your travelogue soaring in the sky. Adventures 

35 A desert adventure If you think deserts are not holiday destinations, think 
again. Go on an adventure like none other.

36 A cruise holiday Holiday in style with an extravagant cruise experience

37 Sky diving An adrenaline-pumping, heart-thumping adventure 
comes alive as you freefall from the sky. 

38 Egyptian holiday Step back into ancient Egyptian civilization as you 
continue your travelogue

39 Auditory imagery What is life without sounds and music? Learn how to 
add sound effects to your writing. 

40 A different reflection Go into a surreal world where your reflection in the 
mirror tells a different story.

41 Quiz on figures of speech # 2 A fun quiz on beautification tools of Figures of speech

42 What a ride! Listen to a story where you visualize about a roller-
coaster that zooms across the world

43 Autobiography of an old school What would it be if your school were to tell its tale to 
you ? Perspective essay from a relatable subject. 

44 A trip aboard the VSS Unity Let your imagination soar to infinity and beyond in an 
engaging trip aboard VSS Unity.

45 The world that I would like to live in A thought-provoking essay that has the environment 
and the world as its focus

46 Autobiography of a historical monu-
ment

View the world from the eyes of an iconic historical 
monument of your choice from around the world. 

47 Olfactory imagery Sniff! Sniff! What can you smell? Fill smells in your 
writings with olfactory imagery. 

48 Alien Siege - part 1 What if your school was under attack from strange 
extra-terrestrial creatures ? 
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49 Alien Siege - part 2 What if your school was under attack from strange 
extra-terrestrial creatures ? 

50 Jungle camping adventure
A camping adventure with a twist. Solve problems, 
face challenges and come out triumphant in this 
exciting essay. 

51 The dusty old attic Some attics hold the most jaw-dropping secrets. 
Unrave the secret in yours. 

52 Where am I? Experiences of a visitor from the past catapulted into 
the present and his perspective. 

53 Asteroid apocalypse
This solution-oriented essay is about the probablity of 
an asteroid striking the earth, just like it did when the 
dinos went extinct? A 

54 Himalayan adventures - part 1 A Himalayan trek gone wrong. A hair-raising narrative 
essay on courage and presence of mind.

55 Himalayan adventures - part 2 A Himalayan trek gone wrong. A hair-raising narrative 
essay on courage and presence of mind.

56 Quiz on pertinent words # 1 An exciting way to reinforce all the high-level vocab 
words that you have learnt. 

57 Himalayan interview - part 1 Interview-writing and learning from the experiences of 
successful Mt. Everest climbers.

58 Himalayan interview - part 2 Interview-writing and learning from the experiences of 
successful Mt. Everest climbers.

59 Brain teasers A fun game to tickle your grey cells and stoke lateral 
thinking.

60 My country A descriptive genre that will make you proud of your 
country and its accomplishments. 

61 Autobiography of the ocean  - part 1
Have you ever looked at the Earth from the eyes of an 
Ocean? Here's your chance to do so with this informa-
tive perspective wrtiing essay.

62 Autobiography of the ocean  - part 2
Have you ever looked at the Earth from the eyes 
of an Ocean? Here's your chance to do so with this 
informative perspective wrtiing essay.

63 A sunken treasure - part 1 A deep sea diving expedition in search of treasure from 
a sunken ship. Can it get more exciting than this? 

64 A sunken treasure - part 2 A deep sea diving expedition in search of treasure 
from a sunken ship. Can it get more exciting than this? 
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65 Scramble Jamble Words can be fun! Watch them pop out at you in this 
brain-teasing game of letters.

66 Underwater Habitat As a solution to housing challenges, explore an out-of-
the-box thinking essay on living underwater.

67 The superhero academy An academy that churns superheroes ? Give yourself 
a creative edge with this sci-fi essay.

68 The Lymm tower
Comprehension with an international twist that helps 
you comprehend using logical & chronological flow of 
ideas. 

69 Gustatory imagery Take your readers on a sensory journey using the 
sense of taste. 

70 Quiz on idioms # 2 Test your knowledge on idioms with a visual quiz on 
idioms.

71 Who inspires you the most? 
Most of us have a role model. Who is yours? A 
descriptive essay that explores many angles of 
idolism.

72 Teacher's day Write about all the people who have been your 
mentors and teachers. 

73 Can we survive without technology? A thought-provoking, opinion writing essay on a topic 
that chidren immediately relate to

74 Endangered animals An essay that provokes you to take action to prevent 
the world's rarest animals from fading into oblivion.

75 Emotions and feelings Bring your writing to life with the help of the 
elaboration tools of adding emotions & feelings

76 Weather alert Article-writing on a raging storm that is about to 
attack your city.

77 Tactile imagery Using the most spirited imagery in your writing will 
lend vivid details to your thoughts. 

78 Adventure sports What heart-thumping adventure sport would you like 
to try?

79 What inventions would you like to see 
in your lifetime?

A thought-provoking write-up with a  solution-oriented 
approach.

80 A world ruled by robots A techno world where robots reign supreme. Follow 
your imagination as it delves into a futuristic sci-fi era



81 Bank burglary Map the route to successfully solving a burglary 
through the perspective of a detective. 

82 Evolution of our species and the planet Map the past and imagine the future route our Earth 
will take as it continues to evolve

83 African elephants Comprehension on the pachyderms that rule Africa.

84 The old woman Learn how to write Suspense and add the penny-
drop-moment into short stories. 

85 Jazz musician and the Queen of the 
Kalahari Comprehension on two diverse topics. 

86 Scramble Jamble Words can be fun! Watch them pop out at you in this 
brain-teasing game of letters.

87 A brown coat Learn how to write Suspense and add the penny-
drop-moment into short stories. 

88 War & Migration - part 1
A raging war between two countries forces families 
out of their homes. A story writing session on the saga 
that ensues 

89 War & Migration - part 2
A raging war between two countries forces families 
out of their homes. A story writing session on the saga 
that ensues 

90 A visit from our Mother Take a break from full-fledged writing- Understand 
the nuances of writing via a story-reading session

91 Zoos v/s wildlife parks Opinion writing based on animals and the way we 
perceive them 

92 The mysterious jigsaw puzzle - part 1 Create an aura of mystery as you piece together an 
enchanted jigsaw puzzle

93 The mysterious jigsaw puzzle - part 2 Create an aura of mystery as you piece together an 
enchanted jigsaw puzzle

94 Living on Mars Evaluate the possibility of colonizing Mars.  

95 Call of the castle Learn elevated form of writing , replete with beautifi-
cation tools

96 The crystal ball Enter a magical world where you see a radiant future 
for yourself.
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97 The forest 
Story-reading : Take a break from writing and 
visualize the writer's emotional journey into a dense 
forest. 

98 Penguins Comprehension on birds that inhabit the coldest 
regions of our planet.

99 Human-wildlife conflict An essay that prompts you to take action - The 
impact of human influx into animal areas.

100 Quiz on idioms Test your knowledge on idioms with a visual quiz on 
idioms.

101 Your learnings from an experience We all learn from experiences. Write a personal 
narrative on any of such experience that shaped you

102 Graffiti Unravel the story behind mysterious grafitti surfacing 
in your city.

103 Night at the Museum What happens when museum exhibits come alive? Let 
the adventure unfold. 

104 Helping hands for Turkey Write a letter about your emotional experience as a 
rescue aid worker in earthquake-ravaged Turkey

105 Fun with imagery A topic filled with multiple scenarios that you have to 
describe using vivid imagery

106 Inside the magician's trick
An essay that is based on highly imaginative 
surrealism. Guaranteed to push the boundaries of 
your creativity.

107 Recycling to the rescue The Earth needs our help and Recycling is one of the 
many solutions. Let us research this further. 

108 Quiz on figures of speech - part 3 It's quiz time ! Brush up your beautification skills with a 
Figures of speech quiz.

109 Found (Naplan-aligned) A NAPLAN-aligned topic that speaks of something you 
found. 

110 A place I feel most connected to A winner of the  Queen's Royal Commonwealth Essay 
competition shares his thoughts for  you to learn.

111 Idioms Quiz Test your knowledge on idioms with a visual quiz on 
idioms.

112 Beautification through emotions and 
feelings

Multiple scenarios for you to breathe life into with the 
help of usage of emotions and feelingss



113 Simply the best - NAPLAN-aligned Persuasive writing on something that has had the best 
impact on you.

114 A symphony in the sky
Learn how to beautify your experiences with this 
story-reading session. And then experiment with your 
own thoughts. 

115 Opinion writing Paper books v/s 
E-books

Opinion writing on different reading tools available 
today. Take your pick and learn structured writing. 

116 Writer's effect Find the deeper meaning and purpose of the words 
chosen by a writer. 

117 Career
Write about your professional dreams in this step-by-
step session that helps you discover yourself in the 
process.

118 The lost Relics- Quest for new lands- 
part 1

Trace the journey to the Forbidden temple in this 
interesting game-like writing expedition

119 The lost Relics- Quest for new lands- 
part 2

Trace the journey to the Forbidden temple in this 
interesting game-like writing expedition

120 The lost Relics- Quest for new lands- 
part 3

Trace the journey to the Forbidden temple in this 
interesting game-like writing expedition


